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Fam ily Gobiesocidae
Small fishes whose outstanding characteristic is that the pelvics are modified to form part of 
the lateral margin of a prominent and powerful suctorial disc situated below and behind the throat. 
The last pelvic ray is connected by a membrane to the lower part of the pectoral base. In almost 
all species the head is depressed, often greatly so, though the snout may be rather pointed. The 
mouth is small to moderate, the dentition varies from feeble to powerful, teeth may be incisiform , 
conical or caniniform , all three types may be present in the jaws. In some species chisel-shaped inc i­
sors in front of the lower jaw  project forwards. There are either three or three and a half gills. The 
gill membranes may be free from the isthmus or the gill opening may be restricted and lateral only 
from fusion of the membranes w ith  the isthmus. Scales are absent, but the body is coated w ith  
th ick mucus, the lateral line is obscure. The front nostril is usually tubular, situated on the snout 
close before the eye, the hinder is variably a pore or tubular, either adjacent to the hinder or more 
usually above the front of the eye. The single dorsal and anal fins are mostly small and posterior, 
w ith  sometimes one or more rudimentary or hidden rays in front. The pectoral is only rarely much 
longer than the vertical length of its base. A  curious concealed “ Y ”  shaped bone in front of the 
pelvic is doubtless a modified spine. The caudal is small. The anus is always well in advance of the 
anal origin. There is a d istinct urogenital papilla, often longer in males. Vertebrae vary from 24-34.
The characteristic suctorial disc is variable in structure. There are two main types, the double 
disc, which has a smaller quite separate posterior disc w ith  free front margin w ith in  the main structure. 
In the single disc there is only one continuous structure . The fishes use this disc to attach themselves 
to rocks or weeds and by its suction they are able to w ithstand even heavy surf, sw ift flowing 
currents and streams. Even very small slender fishes no more than an inch long such as the South 
A frican  Eckloniaichthys have powerful suction. For example when they attach themselves to the side 
of a glass jar it appears to be impossible to tear them from their hold no matter how vio lently the 
water in the jar is swirled round by hand.
In only few  cases is anything definite known about the reproduction of Clingfishes. Probably 
all produce eggs, in some cases (see Eckloniaichthys below) this somewhat abnormally follows internal 
fertilization by copulation. In those cases that have been studied the eggs are laid in a single layer 
and are strongly adhesive to the surface of the rock, weed or shell on which they are deposited. The 
number of eggs varies from about a dozen to many hundreds. The female of the large South A frican  
Chorisochismus dentex has been observed to guard the eggs and to assist aeration by fanning. In 
some species there is marked sexual dimorphism in body shape and in dentition, w hile  males may 
have a large genital papilla. Observations of living Clingfishes, examination of stomach contents 
and the dentition of the species indicate that all are apparently carnivorous, many presumably living 
ch iefly on small Crustacea or larval fishes. One at least feeds largely on mollusca levered by some 
means from their holds. The chisel-shaped lower front incisors of some smaller species may be used 
to prise off juvenile mollusca or eggs found adhering to especially the under-surface of rocks. The 
majority of C lingfishes are small to very small, many are adult at 25mm or less, only one (Chorisochis­
mus), peculiar to South A frica , attains 300mm, and one from Peru over 200mm. About 105 species 
in close on 40 genera are spread over a great part of the world, most live in coastal areas of tempe­
rate and tropical seas, though some are found in cooler waters. A  few  extend to fa ir depths, some 
live in estuaries and in freshwater. One (Diademichthys) lives in the shelter of the poisonous spines 
of a tropical Indo-Pacific Sea Urchin, Diadema Linn . Partly because they rarely swim free and
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mostly remain attached to rocks or weed, in many cases coloured and marked in such fashion as to 
achieve a high degree of protective resemblance to the background, C lingfishes are generally d ifficu lt 
to capture and almost always rarities, some of especially the smaller species are known from only 
one or very few  specimens.
The distribution of these fishes is interesting (data mostly from Briggs, 1955). Many species 
appear to be relatively localised, but a few  (notably Diademichthys lineatus) range over a wide area. 
The m ajority are concentrated at the Am ericas, north and south, ch iefly tropical, 46 species along 
the Pacific and 13 about the A tlan tic  seaboard. In the northeastern A tlan tic , covering north A frica , 
the Mediterranean and W estern Europe 15 are known. Australasia holds 16, eight about New 
Zealand and eight from Austra lia . Five are shown to occur only in South A frica , a sixth ranges from 
there to northern Mozambique, one is known from the islands north of Madagascar, only one from 
the Red Sea, one from M auritius, ranging to the W estern Pacific, one from the northwestern corner 
of India, four from |apan and four in the area from the East Indies to the central Pacific. There are 
some notable gaps, for example none have been reported from the great stretch of coast of tropical 
W est A frica  south of Ghana, none are known from the entire Madagascar, and. apart from one from 
the coast of the northeastern Arabian Sea, none have been reported from the thousands of miles of 
shoreline of the irregular great bight that forms the northern boundary of the Indian Ocean, embrac­
ing the coasts of northeast A frica , Arabia, India, Ceylon and Burma. These blanks are probably more 
apparent than real, and are probably due to lack of thorough collecting as well as to the fact that to 
the natives of most of those parts fishes too small to be of use as food have no interest.
Tw o South A frican  species that have been kept alive in aquaria have been observed to have 
independent movement of the eyes like those of a chameleon. Indeed in many of their habits 
these fishes are comparable w ith  that anim al. Those that have been observed alive rarely swim free,
but spend most time firm ly anchored at rest, when they move it is in short jerks. In nature their
high degree of protective mimetic resemblance to the background renders them when static v ir­
tually invisible. Small species may sometimes be detected by the eyes, each flashing as a bright 
point as it moves round. Th is possibly functions as a lure for small creatures used as food for which 
the Clingfishes lie in w ait. On the other hand the large Chorisochismus of South A frican  seas (q.v.) 
has a catholic taste in food which it clearly hunts rather than ambushes. Those w ith  independently 
movable eyes can apparently direct them fu lly  rearwards, for when one of these fishes is at rest and 
a shrimp or another small fish creeps up from behind, when it gets close by the Clingfish w ill sudden­
ly lash its tail to frighten the intruder, sometimes actually striking it.
Among marine fishes some Clingfishes at least appear to have an unusually low basal meta­
bolism for they remain active and show no sign of distress in water in which most other fishes die. 
For the same reason at least some Clingfishes are able to live a long time out of water (see Chori­
sochismus below) and must be able to absorb su ffic ien t oxygen d irectly from the air for some time
for basic requirements. In a small aquarium they often slide up the side, pushing the head right
out of the water and remain in that position for some time. Enormous numbers of minute organs over 
the whole surface of the fish exude quantities of viscid transparent mucus, which coats the body. 
Th is appears to be continuously produced for if more than a few Clingfishes are kept in a small 
aquarium the water soon becomes “ ropy”  so that both other fishes and even the Clingfishes them ­
selves soon die, presumably from suffocation.
The broader fundamental relationships of C lingfishes had been neglected by most workers so 
that their system atic categories were until recently not well defined. A ll ichthyologists are therefore 
greatly indebted to Dr. John C . Briggs, who in 1955 published his masterly world review of these 
rare creatures. In this he has brought order out of chaos and has provided system atists w ith  the 
means of determining at once the taxonomic status of any C lingfish they may discover. It is indeed 
in great part due to this work of Briggs that interest in these fishes has been stimulated and new 
species in unusual number have been reported in the past few  years. Briggs 1955 has divided the 
fam ily into eight well defined subfam ilies, his cleavage based on three simple, easily determinable 
major characters, which are: three or three and a half g ills : gill membranes free from or fused w ith  
isthm us: and, disc single or double.
These fishes are poorly represented in the Indian Ocean (See Fig 1), most there appear to be 
concentrated in South A frican  seas. Even there up to 1 940 only Chorisochismus dentex Pallas, 1769, 
and Lepadichthys coccinotaenia Regan, 1921 were known. The curious long-snouted Indo west- 
Pacific Diademichthys lineatus (Sauvage, 1883) was reported from M auritius in 1942, and the small 
slender weed-dwelling South A frican  endemic Eckloniaichthys scylliorhiniceps Smith, was described 
in 1943. In 1955 Briggs described two small new species from South A frica  found in earlier co llec­
tions, w hile Smith (1957) described another from Aldabra and Seychelles, and showed that Lepa-
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PLATE 92
A . Lepadichthys erythraeus Briggs. Type, 37mm (A fter Briggs). B. Pherallodus smithi Briggs. Type, 
19mm (A fter Briggs). C. Diademichthys lineatus (Sauvage). A fte r Herre. D. Eckloniaichthys scyl-
liorhiniceps Smith. Type, 26mm (East London).
f t
Fig 1. D istribution of the genera of C lingfishes that occur about A frica , in the W estern Indian Ocean
and the Red Sea.
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dichthys coccinotaenia Regan extended to tropical East Africa. The first certain ly found in the Red 
Sea, of the wide-spread genus Lepadichthys, was described by Briggs in 1963, and a new species from 
South A frica  of the northeastern A tlan tic  genus Apletodon Briggs, is described below. Of the nine 
species in the region under review , five are known to occur only in South A frica , one ranges from 
Natal to northern Mozambique, one is apparently confined to the Seychelles-Aldabra area, only one is 
known from M auritius and one from the Red Sea. Th is relative poverty in numbers of species is o ff­
set by the w ide d iversity of the forms found in the area, for of the eight subfamilies proposed by 
Briggs, no less than six occur in the W estern Indian Ocean, the remaining two are confined to the 
area from Japan to New Zealand. The nine species fall in eight d ifferent genera, of which three are 
endemic, two are typical of the northeastern A tlan tic , and three extend to the western Pacific . More 
intensive collecting w ill doubtless reveal that others are present in the Indian Ocean.
NOTE: Unless otherwise stated Types and paratypes of new species are in this Department. 
Subfamilies in the Western Indian Ocean and the Red Sea.
A . Three gills.
I. Gillm em branes free from isthmus.
a. Disc single ............................................................................................................................  1.
b. D isc double .........................................................................................................................  2.
I I . Gillm em branes fused w ith  isthmus.
a. Disc single .............................................................................................................................  3.
b. D isc double .........................................................................................................................  4.
B. Three and a half gills.
Gillmembranes fused w ith  isthmus.
I. Disc single ...............................................................................................................................  5.
II. Disc double ...............................................................................................................................  6.
For a sim plified Key see p 595
1. Subfamily Gobiesocinae
Three gills, membranes free from isthmus, disc single. Nine genera, one endemic in South A frica , 
most from tropical and temperate Am erica, one of these, Gobiesox Lacepede, reputedly also from the
Red Sea (but see p 593 ).
A  Small and slender (South A frica ) ............................................................................................  Eckloniaichthys
B. Head very broad and depressed, fish tadpole-like (Am erica. Red Sea?) Gobiesox? (see p 593)
Eckloniaichthys Smith, 1943
Type E.scylliorhiniceps Sm ith, 1943 (South A frica ). Slender body, little  depressed. Teeth uniserial, 
almost all incisors. Upper lip narrow. A  fleshy pad on lower part of pectoral base. Few gillrakers. 
Disc sm all, w ith  few  large flattened papillae. Dorsal and anal short, remote from caudal. Lower 
pectoral rays abruptly shorter. The eyes capsular, w ith  independent movement. There is marked sexual 
dimorphism, the males have a large genital papilla and reproduction is by internal fertilisation , but 
eggs are laid. Monotypic, sm all, South A frica  only. The genus d iffers from most others in the sub-
fam ily in having incisiform  teeth in the upper jaw , and apparently in its reproductive habits. These 
are possibly the same in the northeastern Pacific genus Rimicola Jordan & Evermann, 1806, which 
also inhabits a temperate zone.
ECK LO N IA IC H TH YS SCYLLIO RH IN ICEPS Sm ith, 1943 (PI 92, D PI 93, D, E) E.scylliorhiniceps
Smith 1943, 67 , fig 1; and 1949, 384, PI 87, figs 1087 (life  colours, S. A fr ica ). Briggs 1955, 72, 
figs 32, 60 (S. A fr ica ) D 5-6. A  5-6. P 18-19. C 10-12. 4-5 short gillrakers. Body feebly depressed. 
Depth 7 .2-9 , head length 3 .6-4 , head w idth 5 .7 -6 .2  in standard length. Anus about midway between 
hind edge of disc and anal origin in males, slightly nearer anal origin in females. Disc length 6 .5-6 .7  
in standard length. A  free rounded fleshy lobe each side of lower lip. W ith  age the skin of the 
snout covers the upper lip, in large adults it actually projects forward beyond the mouth. 7-8 close- 
set uniserial teeth on each side of the lower jaw , the anterior 4-5 are spatulate incisors, the hinder 
2-3 graduated sm aller and w ith  apices more pointed, only the hindmost may be termed caniniform . 
There appear to be constantly seven curved incisiform  teeth in a single series each side of the upper 
jaw , the hindmost sm all. The males have a relatively enormous genital papilla (PI 93, D). The fleshy 
pad on the lower part of the pectoral base becomes prominent w ith  age. In life dark bright mottled 
green as in Smith 1949, PI 87, in lighter or darker shades according to the environment. The eyes 
scintillate as they move. Preserved, all marks fade. Mature at 20mm, maximum length 35mm. 
Taken ch iefly about low tide mark in various types of seaweed, ch iefly Caulerpa, which is mostly
Gobiesocinae
Diplocrepinae
Diademichthyinae
Aspasminae
Chorisochisminae
Lepadogastrinae
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PLATE 93
A . Lepadichthys coccinotaenia Regan. 34mm (Pinda). B & C. Apletodon knysnaensis sp.nov. 
Female, 21mm (Algoa Bay). D. & E. Eckloniaichthys scylliorhiniceps Smith. D. Male, 29mm (Port 
A lfred ). E. Disc of Type, 26mm (East London).
exposed to heavy surf. Previously reported from East London to Algoa Bay, I am obliged to Mr. M. J. 
Penrith, Cape Town for the loan of a specimen taken in False Bay, Cape on the 6th August 1963, 
thus extending the distribution westwards. Th is specimen, a distended ripe female, 33mm in length, 
is the most robust yet seen. W e found many more males than females, which are usually larger.
Briggs had only one specimen and (1955, 32) reported conical teeth in the upper jaw  and 
posterior canines in the lower. I find males and females a like in having only incisiform  teeth in the 
front of each jaw , the 2-3 posterior in the lower jaw  are recurved, w ith  pointed apices, but only the 
hindmost 1-2 are recurved and subconical. Th is fish appears to migrate inshore about April for breed­
ing. It is most abundant from April to September after which we did not find a specimen, none 
were obtained during the summer months. A  number of specimens from Port A lfred were kept alive 
in a small aquarium for some weeks over the breeding period (May to Ju ly). As many as four males 
were seen to mate w ith  one female. One after the other they attach themselves to her back, curve 
the body round and insert the apex of the genital papilla, and this is repeated in sequence. About 
a week after mating 10-12 flattened eggs about 1mm diameter were seen to be laid in a cluster. 
They remained firm ly attached to the side of the glass aquarium and had apparently hatched about 
three weeks later but no young were ever seen. Other eggs obtained later hatched out, but the larvae 
a ll died soon after. The newly hatched young is just over 2mm in length, has a large head, well deve­
loped eyes, rudimentary pectoral fins and apparently the rudiments of the disc on the chest. These 
eggs are deposited on weed in the surf. That such minute fragile creatures as the newly hatched 
young contrive to survive in such turbulent conditions is certainly remarkable.
2. Subfam ily Diplocrepinae
Three gills, membranes free from isthmus, disc double. Seven genera, Indo-Pacific, one in South A frica .
Pherallodus Briggs, 1955
Type Crepidogaster indicus W eber, 1913 (East Indies). Head slender, little  depressed. Uniserial inc i­
sors in jaws, apices rounded. Upper lip narrow. Dorsal and anal short. D 8-9. A  5-7. No pad on 
pectoral base. Very small fishes, two species, the type from the East Indies, the other in South 
A frica .
PHERALLODUS SM ITHI Briggs 1955, 44 , figs 24 , 86 (PI 92, B: PI 95, D) Not seen. D 8. A  6.
P 23. C 9. S ix short gillrakers on second arch. Body slender and depressed. Depth 5 .7 , head length 
2 .7 , head w idth 3 .9  in standard length. Eye 3 .9  in head, 1.2 times interorbital. Snout short and 
rounded. Disc 3.7 in standard length. Anus a little  nearer to origin of anal than hind margin of disc. 
Live colours not known, preserved, uniform . Known from only one specimen, the Type, 18.8mm 
standard length, found by Dr. A . Herre at Durban during a short v isit in 1934, not again seen.
3. Subfam ily Diademichthyinae
Three gills, membranes fused w ith  isthmus, disc single. Tw o genera, widespread in the Indo-west- 
Pacific , both in the W estern Indian Ocean, one in the Red Sea as w ell, the only one known from there.
A . Snout long and spatulate. Teeth incisors......................................................................... Diademichthys
B. Snout short and broad. Teeth conical..............................................................................  Lepadichthys
Diademichthys P fa ff, 1942
(Coronichthys Herre, 1942, type C.ornata Herre, 1942)
Type D.deversor P fa ff, 1942, (M auritius), (=  Crepidogaster lineatum Sauvage, 1883, New Cale­
donia). Slender compressed body, head narrow, w ith  long spatulate snout. Only the type, Indo-west 
Pacific . It has been suggested that this peculiar form merits fam ily distinction.
D IADEM ICH TH YS LIN EATUS (Sauvage, 1883). (PI 92, C). Crepidogaster lineatum Sauvage 1883, 
158 (New Caledonia). Fowler 1928, 447 (New Caledonia). Diademichthys deversor P fa ff 1942 
(M ay), 413, PI 3, figs 1-5 (M auritius, Java.). Coronichthys ornata Herre 1942 (August), 120, fig 1 
(Philippines). Diademichthys lineatus W h itley  1950, 127, fig : and 1951, 404, fig 10 (New Cale­
donia). Briggs 1955, 141, figs 81, 114 (Indo-Pacific). Not seen. An unmistakable fish . D 13-15. 
A  12-14. P 25-26. C 12-14. Depth, males 9 .7 -10 .7 , females 11.2-12.9 in standard length. Head 
length, males 2 .8 -3 .1 , females 2 .4 -2 .5 , head w idth 7 .6-8 .4  in standard length. Snout in males 2 .2 , 
in females 1 .9-2.0 in head.. Anus about 1.7 times further from hind edge of disc than anal origin. 
The disc is very small, its length 7 .9-9 .7  in standard length. Marked sexual dimorphism, the snout 
of the female is more slender and more elongate, the head is narrower and the body depth is less 
than in the male. Live colour (P fa ff ) : “ B lack, w ith  bright white lines, one median along back from
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snout tip, one along each side, one from disc median along belly. Ye llow  curved mark on caudal.”  
In alcohol the black parts turn yellow . A tta ins 46m m . Covers a wide range, M auritius, Java, Ph ilip­
pines, New Caledonia. Has been found living among the poisonous spines of species of the echinoid 
Diadema. Not yet recorded from the A frican  coast, w ill probably be found to occur there and at 
Madagascar.
Lepadichthys W aite , 1904
Type L.frenatus W aite , 1904 (Lord Howe Is., Pac ific ). Short rounded snout, duck-like in lateral pro­
file . Mouth inferior. The skin of the snout is attached to the upper lip and the upper jaw  is hardly 
protractile. Teeth uniserial, none at symphysis, in upper jaw  compressed, w ith  reverse points, in 
lower jaw  sharp conical teeth. Dorsal and anal far back,  long, low, attached to caudal or almost. 
Seven species known (only four in 1955), all rather small, A frica  to Japan, New Hebrides, A u stra l­
asia, one in the W estern Indian Ocean to Southeast A frica , one in the Red Sea, readily distinguished:
A. D 11-13. A 9 - 1 1 ........................................................................................................  coccinotaenia
B D 1 7. A 1 3 ..................................................................................................................  erythraeus
LEPAD ICH TH YS CO CCIN O TA EN IA  Regan, 1921. (PI 93, A PI 95, E).
L.coccinotaenia Regan 1921, 2 (Durban). Barnard 1927, 424 (N atal). Smith 1949, 384, PI 87, fig 
1088 (L ife  colours, N ata l); 1952, 1025 (Natal and Mozambique Is). Briggs 1955, 138 (S.E. A fr ica ). 
D 11-13 (6x1 1 ,6 x 1 2 , 4 x1 3 ). A  9-1 1 (3 x 9, 9 x  1 0, 4 x  1 1). P 26-28. C 10-12. Body slender, com­
pressed behind. Depth 5 .8 -6 .5 , head length 2 .7-4 , shorter w ith  age, head width 4 .4 -4 .9 , all in 
standard length. Eye 4-4 .4  in head, about 1.2 times interorbital, 1.4 in snout, and 1.8-2.2 in post-
orbital. 14-15 small slender rakers on the first arch. Relative position of anus subject to variation, 
mostly slightly nearer anal origin than hind margin of disc, in some (4 in 16) exactly midway (Briggs 
1955, 139 states anus to be nearer disc than anal origin). Dorsal and anal low, united w ith  caudal. 
Dorsal origin about 1.5 times, anal origin 2 .0  times further from snout tip than end of caudal. Disc 
small, varies from 5 in young to 6 .7 in large adults in standard length. In life mostly greenish olive, 
a narrow red bar through eye, fin rays reddish. Those from coral generally brown-olive, w ith  a dark 
bar through eye. A tta ins over 50mm. Th is is by far the most abundant species in East A frica , found 
from northern Mozambique southwards along East A frica  to Pondoland in South A frica  (31°S ), 
mainly in the intertidal zone, rare in Natal waters, not uncommon in coral in warmer areas, plainly 
a tropical species. By far the largest specimens, 45-50m m , are found in cooler South A frican  waters, 
whereas those in the tropics rarely exceed 30mm, all appear clearly conspecific.
LEPAD ICH TH YS ERYTHRAEUS Briggs and L ink , 1963 (PI 92, A). L erythraeus Briggs and L ink , 1963, 
102, Fig 2 (Red Sea). Not seen. D 17. A  13. P 28. C 12. Eight gillrakers on second arch. Depth 
7 .6 , head length 2 .9 , its w idth 5 .2  in standard length. Eye about 4 .7  in head, about 3 in postorbital. 
Anus nearer anal origin than hind edge of disc. Disc small, its length 6.3 in standard length. A  
single row of conical teeth in the lower jaw , a single row of compressed teeth w ith  reversed tips in 
upper. Only the holotype, 37mm, Ghardaqua, Red Sea. The only Gobiesocid fish certain ly known 
from the Red Sea.
4. Subfamily Aspasminae
Three gills, membranes fused w ith  isthmus, disc double. H itherto four genera known, three from the 
tropical western Pacific and Japan, one in the W estern  Indian Ocean, few  species.
Aspasmodes Sm ith, 1957
Type Aspasmodes briggsi Smith, 1957. Head not depressed, rather narrow from above. Snout rather 
blunt, mouth inferior, lips narrow, a single series of incisors in each jaw . Disc small and smooth, no 
pad on pectoral bass. Only the type, W estern Indian Ocean. Very closely related to the monotypic 
Aspasma Jordan and Fowler, 1902, known only from Japan. Aspasmodes differs in the very d ifferent 
shape of the head and in its uniserial dentition.
ASPASMODES BRIGGSI Sm ith, 1957 (PI 95, C). Aspasmodes briggsi Smith 1957, 398, fig 1 (Sey­
chelles, A ldabra). Smith and Smith 1963, 56, P l 46 , E. (Seychelles). D 7. A  6. P 23. C 4 + 1 2  + 3. 
Seven minute gillarkers on second arch. Depth 5, head width about equals length, 3 .8 in standard 
length. Eye 4 in head, equals interorbital, 1.1 in snout, about 2.3 in postorbital. Dorsal origin 1.7 times 
as far from snout tip as from end of caudal: tw ice as far from snout tip as caudal base. Anal origin 
below about second dorsal ray. Snout profile steep, mouth inferior. Front nostril before eye, w ithout 
marked rim , the hinder a small low tube above front of eye. Skin w ith  numerous minute grooves 
forming criss-cross pattern. Upper edge of gillopening opposite 3rd pectoral ray. Dermal axial flap 
attached to 5th or 6th pectoral ray from below. A  single series of 32 slender simple rather pointed
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PLATE 94
160mm. B. 180mm. C. 60mm.Chorisochismus dentex (Pallas). A .
incisors in upper, 20 in lower jaw . Disc double, its length 4 .4 , its w idth 5 .2  in standard length, 
papillae indistinct. Anus 1.5 times further from hind edge of disc than anal origin. O live brown. 
A tta ins 20mm. Aldabra, Seychelles: in coral.
5. Subfam ily Chorisochisminae
Three and a half gills, membranes fused w ith  isthm us, disc single. Only one genus, South A frica  
only.
Chorisochismus B. de Barneville, 1846
(Athaena Castelnau, 1861, type A.fasciata Castelnau, 1861). Type Gobiesox nudus (non Linn) Br. de 
Barneville = Cyclopterus dentex Pallas, 1769 (South A frica ). Robust body, not compressed. Head 
robust, moderately depressed, broadens w ith  age. In front of each jaw  incisors, followed laterally by 
stout conical teeth, behind these a patch of sm aller bluntly conical teeth. Nostrils close together, 
both before eye, the anterior w ith  large flap. Few  small rakers on second arch. Subopercle w ith  a 
strong spine. Dorsal and anal short. Disc single, large. A  fleshy pad on lower part of pectoral base. 
Only the type species, the largest known in the fam ily , South A frica  only.
CHORISOCHISM US DENTEX (Pallas, 1769). (PI 94, A,B,C ) Cyclopterus dentex Pallas 1769, 6, 
PI 1 (S. A fr ica ). Gm elin 1788, 1475, (S. Am erica —  error). Bonnaterre 1788, 28 (North Sea —  
error). W albaum  1792, 486 (Surinam —  error). Lepadogaster dentex Bloch-Schneider 1801, 2 (S. 
Am erica —  error). Cuvier 1817, 225 (Cape seas). Gobiesox gyrinus Valenciennes in Cuvier 1836, 
PI 108 (Cape Seas). Gobiesox nudus (non Linn) Br de Barneville 1846, 209 (Malabar —  error). 
Gobiesox dentex Castelnau 1 8 6 1 ,7 2  (C .G . Hope). Athaena fasciata Castelnau 1861, 72 (C .C . Hope). 
(The above synonymy partly from Briggs 1955). Chorisochismus dentex Gunther 1861, 490 (Cape). 
Kner 1 8 6 5 -6 7 ,2 3 7  (C .G . Hope). G ilchrist 1903, 193, PI 11, figs 17-20: and 1914, 106: and 1916, 
13, (p.p.) fig 10 (S. A fr ica ). Thompson 1918, 143 (S .A fr ic a ) . Barnard 1 9 2 7 ,4 2 3  (Cape to Knysna). 
Smith 1949, 384, PI 87, figs 1086, life colours (Cape to N ata l): and 1964, 299 (S .W . Cape). Briggs 
1955, 40 , figs 22 , 51 (S. A fr ica ). Diplocrepis puniceus (non Richardson) Schm eltz 1874, 31 (S.
A fr ica ). An unmistakable fish at all stages, w ith  large head, large front upper teeth and robust body. 
D 6-10. A  6-8. P 22-24. C 8-10. Depth 3 .5-4 .3  in standard length. In juveniles to about 50mm 
the head is slightly longer than wide, it gradually broadens w ith  age until in adults it is up to 1.25 
times w ider than long, the head length in profile varies from 2 .8  in the young to 2 .2  in adults in 
the standard length. Eye 3 .5-6 .5  in head w ith  age, from 1.5 times interorbital in the young to half 
w ith  age. A  d istinct fleshy pad on the lower part of the pectoral base that becomes prominent in 
large fishes. The gillopening is wide, extending under the throat, the gillmembranes form a fold 
across the throat, fused medially w ith  isthmus but the hind margin of the fold is continuously 
narrowly free. 3-6 short blunt rakers on second arch. Disc large, as long as wide, 2 .7-3 in standard 
length. Dorsal origin 1 .3-1.6 times further from snout tip than end of caudal w ith  age, anal origin 
below about middle of dorsal. Anus far forward, 2-3 times as far from anal origin as from hind edge 
of disc. In front of the upper jaw  are two long incisiform  teeth, flanked by one or two much smaller. 
On the side of the jaw , but slightly inwards, are 3-5 blunt conical teeth, behind and w ith in  these 
outer teeth are two separate patches of small b luntly conical teeth across the front of the jaw . There 
is a single series of about 10 moderate blunt incisors across the front of the lower jaw . Lateral to 
these and slightly inwards is on each side a row of 4-6 stout conical teeth, behind and w ith in  these 
outer teeth across the front of the jaw  is a curved band of smaller blunt teeth, extending slightly 
rearwards to behind the anterior lateral conical teeth.
Colour in life (Smith 1949, PI 87, fig 1086) variable according to environment, basically olive or 
green, generally mottled in brown, red, dark green and lighter, matching the mottled background 
of low algae on rocks. Preserved, at first sim ilar to life , but all markings fade rapidly to uniform 
light yellowish. Average adult 250m m , but attains 300mm. Found over most of the coast of South 
A frica , from Port Nolloth in the Southeast A tlan tic  (29°S) round the Cape (35°S) to Zululand 
(about 27°S) in the Southwestern Indian Ocean, from intertidal to well below low tide mark, clinging 
to rocky surfaces, often in heavy surf, sometimes found out of the water awaiting the returning 
tide, or in rock pools isolated by diminishing tides. The female deposits up to 500 eggs in a single 
layer on rock or in a shell to which they adhere firm ly , and she has been seen to guard and aerate 
them by fanning w ith  the pelvic fins. It is not known how the eggs are fertilised . They apparently 
hatch in about three weeks. Th is fish plainly hunts rather than ambushes its prey, the stomach con­
tents have been found to consist of various Crustacea, ch iefly crabs, also mollusca, usually d ifferent 
species of Patella Linn, which it apparently mostly swallows whole and eventually digests even the 
shell. How this fish contrives to detach these molluscs is not known, for once touched, they clamp 
down on the rock so tenaciously as to require great force to detach them w ithout using a lever or 
a blade to break the suction. It is just possible that this may be the chief function of the long and
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strong ch isel-like upper teeth of Chorisochismus. Sometimes the stomach contains remains of fishes 
and even small stones. C.dentex is occasionally caught By anglers, it is known to take Red Bait (an 
Ascidian, Pyura) and fille t of fish. The disc has such powerful suction that it is d ifficu lt to pull an 
8 inch fish d irectly off a rock by hand, it must be slipped suddenly sideways. It has been known 
for an angler to pull up a fish on the line together w ith  the stone to which it was still fast. The flesh 
is said to be toxic but there is no reliable evidence in support of this. Th is is one of the few  C ling­
fishes to be found in such cool seas as those of the South-western Cape, where the temperature of 
the water rarely exceeds 15°C, usually well below.
6. Subfamily Lepadogastrinae.
Three and a half gills, membranes fused w ith  isthmus. Disc double. Patches of fine teeth at the 
front of each jaw , the outer teeth sometimes longer. S ix genera are recognised. Four are confined 
to the North-eastern A tlan tic  and the Mediterranean. Diplecogaster Fraser Brunner, usually a deep 
water genus, widespread in the temperate Northeastern A tlan tic , occurs also in South A frica , while 
Apletodon Briggs, hitherto known only in the northern hemisphere, is also shown here to occur on 
southern A frican  shores, but there is a remarkable gap in the distribution of these two genera of 
more than three thousand miles along the greatest part of tropical W est A frica . Th is is probaoly 
more apparent than real, likely due to lack of adequate investigation. The relationships and d iffe ren­
tiation of the genera are shown below. Those marked f are known only from the northern hemisphere, 
those marked * occur in South A frica .
A . Dorsal and anal fins rudimentary, rays scarcely visible, joined to caudal
(Eastern Mediterranean) .............................................................................................................
B. Dorsal and anal normal, rays d istinct.
I. A  strong sharp subopercuiar spine (Ghana, Senegal, Adriatic ) ...........
I I . No such spine.
(a) Dorsal rays 4-9. Anal rays 3-8.
1. Outer teeth enlarged, incisiform in front, caniniform
laterally. Marked sexual dimorphism, males w ith  broad 
head (Northeastern A tlan tic , Mediterranean, South 
A frica ) ...................................................................................................................
2. No larger outer teeth in front.
x . No fleshy pad on pectoral base. No papillae on
central part of disc. (Northeastern A tlan tic , M edi­
terranean, South A frica ) ............................................................
y. A  fleshy pad on pectoral base.
Papillae on central front part of disc (Ghana) ...........
(b) Dorsal rays 13-21. Anal rays 9-12 (Senegal, Spain, M edi­
terranean) ...................................................................................................................
Gouania 
Opeatogenys
Apletodon*
Diplecogaster*
Lecanogaster
Lepadogaster
Apletodon Briggs, 1955
Type Lepadogaster microcephalus (Brook, 1890). (Scotland). Small shallow water species that 
exhibit marked sexual dimorphism in dentition and body shape, as well as dichromatism. The body 
is stout, depressed in front, the head wide, usually markedly wider in adult males, w ith  rather 
pointed snout profile. The insertion of the dorsal and anal fins may be a trifle  more posterior in 
females. The upper lip is th ick. In each jaw  there is an anterior patch of small sharp teeth. In 
males there is an external series of a few  incisors in front of each jaw , those in the lower mostly 
pointing forwards, followed by a few  recurved caniniform  teeth, then laterally a single row of 
slender conical teeth. In females the front teeth in both jaws are slender and sharp, little  compressed, 
the antrorse lower incisors of the male are lacking. So marked is this difference that the sexes may 
immediately be recognised by the dentition alone. G illrakers short, few . Gillopenings lateral. No 
pad on pectoral base. Dorsal origin little in advance of anal, both fins short, far back, free from 
caudal. Disc rather large, rounded, double, papillae well developed. The eyes are capsular, w ith  
independent movement. Tw o closely related species have hitherto been known, both only in the 
northern hemisphere, northeastern A tlan tic  to Scotland, Mediterranean, northwest A frica . The genus 
has not before been reported from the Southern Hemisphere, but a new species from the Southern 
Cape coast of South A frica  is described below. From descriptions of the genus this South A frican  
form was at first considered to represent at least a new subgenus, since it has a marked patch of 
fine Villiform  teeth in front of each jaw , which is not mentioned in descriptions of either the genus 
Apletodon or of the earlier known species. By kindness of Mr. P. J. P. W hitehead and of Drs. Guibe,
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Monod and Cadenat I have been able to examine specimens of Apletodon microcephalus (Brook), 
and the two types (males) and several other specimens of A.pellegrini (Chabanaud), and find that 
each has sim ilar anterior patches of fine teeth in the jaws, so that it is a characteristic of the genus 
(and of the subfam ily) not hitherto included in their diagnoses. The South A frican  form is plainly 
congeneric w ith  those already known. The sexual dimorphism in dentition described here has not 
previously been recorded, but I find it in both species from the northern hemisphere as well as in 
that in South A frica . Young females of this genus could in that  respect easily be confused w ith  
Diplecogaster Fraser-Brunner, though they are readily distinguished by the more anterior insertion 
of the dorsal and anal fins. (See key at end).
The three species of Apletodon are remarkably closely related, so much so that it is apparent 
that they are the result of comparatively recent speciation from a common ancestor, and but for their 
wide geographical separation might by normal standards be considered rather for sub-specific status.
Not only is the South A frican  species very closely related to both the northern species, but it 
appears to occur in peculiarly localised groups whose morphology suggests that further local d iffe ren­
tiation is at least in progress. Th is species has a curious distribution, it was found to be most abun­
dant relatively far up the sheltered Knysna estuary, and there is a strong colony on the exposed Bird 
Island in Algoa Bay. It is noteworthy that the fishes from Bird Island and the adjoining mainland 
show constant slight divergences from the Knysna community. The Bird Island and nearby mainland 
fishes average smaller, have more slender front teeth, the adult females have slightly broader, the 
adult males slightly narrower heads, while the two groups are d ifferently marked dorsally and later­
ally (See Plates 96 and 97). W hile  these d ifferences are even together so slight as not to merit even 
sub-specific distinction, the conditions in these two habitats are very d ifferent. Up the Knysna 
estuary there is no surf, the oxygen and the salt content of the water are often below that of the 
sea. A t Bird Island and on the mainland these fishes live in rocky areas exposed to the full force 
of a rarely quiet sea. A  specimen from Langebaan on the Southwest coast, whose sheltered condi­
tions resemble those of the Knysna estuary, falls rather w ith  the Knysna fishes, and is the largest 
yet found. These differences probably arise from the d ifferent environments, possibly connected w ith  
food supply.
Key to species of Apletodon Briggs.
A . Anal origin in males slightly nearer apex of pectoral than caudal base.
Head in profile 2 .47-2 .54  (Av 2 .51) in standard length. D 5-7 (Av 6 .2 ).
A  5-7 (Av 5 .83 ). (Senegal. Madeira. Canary Islands) ...................................  pellegrini
B. Anal origin in males nearer caudal base than apex of pectoral. Head 
in profile 2 .65-3 .0  in standard length. D 4-7. A  4-7.
I. Anus 1.7-2 times as far from hind margin of disc as anal origin.
2-4 front upper incisors. D 5-6. A  5-7. (S icily . Coasts of western
Europe) ..........................................................................................................................................  microcephalus
II . Anus 1.1-1.5 times as far from hind margin of disc as anal origin.
6-8 front upper incisors. D 4-6 (Av 5 .05 ). A  4-6 (Av 5 .0 ). (South
and Southwestern Cape coasts) ..............................................................................  knysnaensis nov
The South A frican  species described below has been found ch iefly clinging to the undersurface 
of stones in the intertidal zone, both in an estuary and in the sea, and must spend a great part of 
its life in an inverted position. In all but old preserved specimens the sex may be determined at a 
glance by the markings below the head. In males the chin is immaculate, but there are dark marks, 
lines or ocelli or both, on the throat. In females these marks are absent, but the whole chin and 
throat are densely speckled w ith dark brown or black spots. Adult males have a much broadened 
head, but this occurs to a lesser degree also in adult females from Bird Island. W hen the gular 
markings have faded in preservative, the sexes may easily be distinguished w ithout dissection by the 
dentition. In males there is a group of close set d istinct incisors at the front of each jaw , in the 
lower these jut out almost horizontally, in Bird Island fishes they are more slender and erect, but 
d istinctly compressed. In females of all species the front teeth are erect, slender and pointed, they 
are scarcely incisiform . Because of this, apart from the shallow water habitat, young females of 
Apletodon might easily be m istakenly regarded as pertaining rather to Diplecogaster. There is a 
certain irregular degree of shrinkage in length in these fishes on preservation, especially in alcohols, 
which introduces an element of uncertainty in comparing dimensional data of old w ith  reasonably 
fresh specimens. There appear to be slight variations between the sexes in the points of insertion 
of the dorsal and the anal fins.
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Males, D 5. A  5. Females, D 4-6, A v  5 .0 . A  4-6, A v  4 .9 . (For details and comparison w ith 
other species see Table 1 below). P 2 1 -2 4 . C 12. Body compressed behind, depressed in front, the 
head broad, depressed, narrower in young. Depth about 5, head length in profile in males 2 .6 -2 .8 , in 
females 2 .7 -3 .0 , (See Table 1): Head w idth in males 3 .5-2 .6  w ith  age, in females 3 .5-2 .9  w ith  age, 
all in standard length. Eye 4-5 in head, 1 .0-1.4 in snout profile, 2 .0 -3 .0  in postorbital, all w ith  age. 
The interorbital varies w idely, 4 .0 -2 .8  in head in males, 4 .3 -3 .2  in head in females, w ith  age. 
Snout moderately pointed, b luntly rounded from above. Both nostrils narrowly tubular, each w ith  
slight process, the anterior close before, the posterior above front of eye. Gillmembranes fused w ith  
isthmus, gillopenings reduced, vertical, lateral, 5-7 short stout conical gillrakers on first and second 
arches, the filam ents on fourth arch very short. The mouth is strongly arched, the cle ft extends 
below the front of the eye, upper lip th ick. In both sexes there is a deep patch of fine Villiform 
teeth at the front of the upper jaw  and a patch of fine recurved teeth at the front of the lower. 
In males in front of the upper patch of teeth are 6-8 incisors, the middle four close-set, largest, the 
lateral teeth graded rapidly smaller outwards. W ith in  these incisors, on the outside of the jaw  are 
on each side 3-6 recurved caniniform  teeth, those in front small and slender, the hindmost two large, 
stout w ith  age. Starting w ith in  the hindmost canine is a single row of 7-8 small conical teeth, smaller 
rearwards to near the end of the jaw . In the lower jaw  there are 6 broad close-set subequal for­
wardly directed chisel-edged incisors in front, w ith in  which is a narrow patch of small recurved sharp 
teeth. Lateral from these incisors are on each side four recurved caniniform  teeth, the anterior small, 
the others graded larger, the hindmost large, from behind which there starts a single row of 10-11 
sharp conical teeth, those in front largest, running along the side to the hind end of the jaw . In 
females the dentition is d ifferent. In the upper jaw  there is a single outer series of 10-14 rather 
w idely spaced slightly recurved teeth, the central four largest, the median 6-8 best described as 
pointed incisors, they are neither truly incisiform  nor caniniform , the lateral teeth are smaller, pointed. 
The central teeth are much more slender than those of the males, the outermost 3-4 teeth are the 
smallest. Lateral and adjacent to these front teeth on each side is a row of three recurved canines, 
the first small, the outermost largest. Behind the last canine there starts a single row of 7-8 small 
slender conical teeth set back in the jaw . Across the front of the lower jaw  is a single series of 
12-14 rather w idely spaced small sharp teeth, w ith in  which across the front of the jaw  is a cluster 
of small recurved conical teeth. On each side following the front outer teeth is a row of 3 small 
subequal erect conical teeth and behind these is a single row of 7-8 small pointed teeth. Fishes from 
Bird Island and the mainland have narrower incisors than those from Knysna and Langebaan.
The dorsal is small, its origin 1.6-1.8 times further from snout tip than end of caudal, its base 
about equals postdorsal distance to caudal base, about 1.4 in body depth. The anal is slightly smaller 
than the dorsal, its origin slightly but d istinctly posterior to the dorsal origin, and slightly nearer 
caudal base than tip of pectoral. Distance from anal origin to hind edge of disc about equals length 
of disc. The pectoral is deep and short, its apex is about 1.1-1.2 times further from snout tip than 
caudal base. The upper attachment of the gillmembrane is about opposite the 5th or 6th pectoral 
ray, upper attachm ent of the axial dermal flap is about opposite the 6-7th pectoral ray from below. 
The caudal is rounded, when expanded is as deep as long. The anus is surrounded by fleshy papillae 
(no larger in males), it is about 1.2 times as far from the snout tip as the end of the caudal, and 1.1- 
1.5 times as far from hind margin of disc as from anal origin, the genital papilla is small. The disc is 
ovoid, relatively large and well developed, its length 3 .3 -3 .8 , its w idth about 3 .7-3 .9  in standard 
length, the front of the hinder portion is about m idway in its length. The flattened papilla e  are rather 
small, numerous, close set, over most of disc.
The colours and markings vary. In the Knysna estuary there are two d istinct colour varieties 
(PI 96, C & D) the fishes otherwise indistinguishable; the one has a prominent lighter “ T ”  mark on 
the head and back, the other is more spotted. The form w ithout the “T ” (PI 96, D) is in life light 
olive yellow , the whole body w ith  variegated small spots, ranging from light to dark olive brown 
(small females have scintillating bluish dots). The spots form marbling aggregated into vague narrow 
cross bars, the broadest over the caudal base, the top of the head is also marbled. Dorsal and anal
Apletodon knysnaensis sp.nov. (Pls 93, 96 and 97)
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PLATE 95
A  & B. Diplecogaster megalops Briggs. A . 23mm (False Bay). B. Type, 20mm (Durban). C . As- 
pasmodes briggsi Smith. Type, 20m m . D. Pherallodus smithi Briggs. Disc (after Briggs). E. Lepa­
dichthys coccinotaenia Regan. 33mm. Disc (Is . M oz.).
body colour, vaguely spotted darker. Pectoral light yellow . Caudal fin w ith  several rows of darker 
spots, the hind edge narrowly silvery yellow . The snout is brown w ith  pink sheen. The under sur­
face is d istinctive , lighter, the swollen cheeks light yellow. Abdomen pinkish, mottled. Males w ith  
immaculate chin and usually two large narrowly yellow-margined black ocelli on the throat below the 
front of the disc, (PI 96, E) (one large male has four) w ith  several small dark specks in front and 
behind, all set in bright orange gillmembranes w hich are margined in light hyaline. Females do not 
have these ocelli, the gillmembrane fold across the isthmus is greyish, but the chin and throat are 
densely speckled black (PI 96, B) In the other colour variety (PI 96, C) there is a broad light orange 
or yellow bar connecting the eyes, which forms the head of a “ T ” , the pedestal of which runs along 
the back, tapering posteriorly and ending above the distal half of the pectorals. Th is mark is more 
d istinct in males, but is present also in some fem ales. In all those so marked two dark lines down 
from the eye enclose a lighter area, this being almost a continuation of the interorbital bar. The 
fishes are otherwise coloured and spotted much as the form w ithout the “ T ”  on the back. W hen 
preserved in alcohols the mucus and skin acquire a red tinge, so that all specimens are red-brown, the 
head mostly uniform , the body mottled darker, forming indistinct narrow darker bars across the body 
and tail, there is an eye wide dark brown bar across the caudal base, the membrane of the caudal 
fin is light w ith bars across the rays, the hind margin of the fin is narrowly light. On preservation 
the disc becomes opaque m ilky white w ith  red brown suffusions, it largely conceals the black ocelli 
on the throat of the male. Dorsal and anal rays red brown w ith  a few  basal darker spots. Fishes 
from Bird Island and the mainland (PI 97) are d iffe rently  coloured, they are variably transparent 
orange to brown above, the males mostly uniform , rarely w ith  silvery, mostly angular patches or irre­
gular stripes along the back and sides. The under surface of the head is light, the throat light 
orange, w ith  2-4 yellow margined small black ocelli, or sometimes almost reticulated, the chin imma­
culate. Females are orange to green brown above, most w ith  silvery areas, more extensive than in 
males, sometimes extensively angularly variegated and barred. There are no dark ocelli below the 
head, but the chin and throat are densely dark spotted. The vertical fins in both sexes are body colour, 
w ith  suggestions of a few  rows of darker spots. On preservation all specimens turn basically reddish 
to yellow , the disc yellow , the darker areas tend to fade. 14 specimens, seven males, 23-41 mm, and 
seven females, 23-30m m , collected during long search at low tide from a restricted area of the 
Knysna lagoon, some 4 miles from the sea, m ainly along mud banks where there are medium sized 
stones, under which the fishes are found always attached, they are not abundant. One specimen was 
kindly donated by Mr. N. F. Fuller of Cape Tow n, one, 40mm kindly lent by Professor J. H. Day. 
12 specimens, 6 males, 24-32m m , and 6 females 20-3 1 mm, the females mostly shorter than the 
males, from Bird Island, which is situated at the eastern end of Algoa Bay, about 40 miles east of 
Port Elizabeth harbour, three from intertidal pools of the mainland shore a few  miles west of Algoa 
Bay. I am greatly obliged to Miss M. Courtenay-Latim er for 2 adult females from Bird Island, and 
to Mr. J. L. M inshull for 2 small females from near Algoa Bay. One male, 48mm from Langebaan on 
the Southwestern Cape coast was kindly lent by Professor J. H. Day. One specimen, male, 33mm 
from Lamberts Bay, S .W . Cape. A t Bird Island and at Algoa Bay the fishes were found to live in 
the intertidal region on rocky shores, clinging to the under surface of stones. They are not abundant 
and d ifficu lt to see and catch, resemblance to the background is mostly close. The type male, 40 
mm, the female allotype 30mm, both from Knysna.
It is unusual to find a small sedentary fish equally at home in two such w idely differing conditions 
as depicted here, i.e. well up a quiet estuary and on shores exposed to waves and weather. It is cer­
tain ly exceptional in South A frican  Gobiesocidae, for the robust South A frican  Cobiesocid, Chorisochis­
mus dentex, that is found all along the shores of South A frica , and on adjacent rocky islands such as 
Bird Island, while quite abundant on the coast at Knysna, has not been found inside the estuary proper, 
but only w ith in  a short distance from the mouth where littoral and surf conditions prevail. A t Knysna, 
Apletodon knysnaensis has hitherto been found only some miles up the estuary and not on the coast
near or at the mouth. Further intensive study of th is phenomenon in the case of this species would 
probably be rewarding.
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T A B LE  1 —  CO M PARISO N  OF APLETODON SPEC IES
microcephalus pellegrini knysnaensis knysnaensis
Europe Senegal Estuarine Littoral
Std length mm 36-41 26-28 30-34 23-27
MALES
Number 2 4 6 5
Head, length, 
oblique 2.81 2 .3 -2 .5 , A v  2 .38 2 .5-2 .6 , A v 2 .56 2 .52-2 .70 , Av 2.63
Head, length, 
profile 2 .92 2 .47-2 .54 , A v 2.51 2 .63-2 .80 , A v 2.71 2 .66-2 .80 , A v 2.71
Head w idth , all in 
std. length 3.5 2 .8 -3 .1 , A v  2 .9 2 .6 -3 .2 , A v 2.8 2 .9 -3 .5 , A v 3.1
Interorbital in 
head profile 3.8 3 .7 -4 .0 , A v 3.8 2 .8 -3 .2 , A v 3 .0 3 .0 -4 .0 , A v 3.5
Dorsal rays 5-6 (Briggs) 5-7, A v  6 .2 5 5
Anal rays 5-7 (Briggs) 5-7, A v 5.83 5 5
FEMALES
Number 1 2 7 9
Std length mm 28 14-20 21-25 16-27
Head length, 
oblique 2.85 2 .2 -2 .5 , A v 2.35 2 .6 -2 .9 , A v 2.7 2 .6-2 .8 , A v 2.65
Head length, 
profile 2 .9 2 .4 -2 .5 , A v 2.45 2 .75-3 .0 , A v  2 .9 2 .76-3 .0 , A v 2.85
Head w idth, all in 
std length 4 .0 3 .4-3 .6 , A v 3.5 3 .3 -3 .8 , A v 3 .6 2 .9 -3 .5 , A v 3 .2
Interorbital in 
head profile 4.7 5.3 3 .5 -4 .3 , A v 3 .9 3 .2-3 .9 , A v 3 .9
Dorsal rays 6 5-6, A v 5.5 4-6, A v 4 .9 4-6, A v 5
Anal rays 5 5 5 4-6, A v 4 .9
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PLATE 96
Apletodon knysnaensis sp.nov. A . Type, male, 41m m . B. Allotype, 30m m . C. Male, 35mm. D. 
Male, 30mm. E. Male, 35mm. F. Type, 41m m . (A ll Knysna). C . D. & E. From life.
Sexual dichromatism in species of Apletodon Briggs.
The unusually close relationship between the species of Apletodon is indicated by the probably 
almost identical nature of the unusual and characteristic dichromatic dark gular markings in life 
which are described in detail above from the South A frican  forms. There do not appear to be any 
detailed records of the life colours of A.microcephalus or of A.pellegrini, but the male of microcepha­
lus is said to have “ purple areas on the throat whereas that part is not pigmented in the fem ale” 
(Briggs 1955, 27 ). By kindness of Dr. J . Cadenat I have been able to examine some fa irly fresh 
specimens of A.pellegrini from Goree. On the throat of the male there is a suspicion of a dark 
triangular area largely hidden by the front of the disc, but no dark ocelli or lines such as are still 
d istinct in South A frican  specimens much longer preserved. However the throat and chin of a female 
of pellegrini of the same date are covered w ith  dusky spots much as in knysnaensis. It is therefore 
probable that in life all species have dichromatic gular markings of a sim ilar nature. A ll these dark 
marks eventually fade w ithout trace on normal preservation.
Diplecogaster Fraser-Brunner, 1938
Type Cyclopterus bimaculatus Bonnaterre, 1788 (British  seas). Moderately depressed body and 
head, sub-triangular from above. Dorsal rays 4-9 , anal 3-8, pectoral 21-26. Small conical teeth in 
patches in front, uniserial on sides. No pad on pectoral base. Disc medium, 3 .2 -4 .6  in standard 
length. Small to very small fishes, four species, all from deep water, three in the northeastern 
A tlan tic  (North A frica  to Norway, Canary Islands) one in South A frica .
DIPLECOGASTER MEGALOPS Briggs, 1955 (PI 95 , A ,B .) ? Chorisochismus dentex (p.p non Pallas) 
G ilchrist 1916, 14 (False Bay, Cape). D.megalops Briggs 1955, 31 , fig 84 (90 fms, Durban). Smith 
1964, 299 PI 29, D ,E (20 fm s., False Bay, Cape). D 4-5. A  (3-)4 . P 22-24. C 12. 7 or 8 gillrakers 
on second arch. Head well depressed, snout rather pointed. Depth about 5 .5 , head length 2 .7 -3 .1 , 
head w idth 3 .5 -3 .7 , disc length 3 .7-4 all in standard length. Snout tip to anus 1.75 in standard 
length. Eye about 3 .2-3 .6  in head, 1.3-1.5 tim es interorbital, 1.7 in postorbital, equals or exceeds 
caudal peduncle depth. Anus about 1.2-1.3 times further from anal origin than hind edge of disc. 
Dorsal origin d istinctly nearer caudal base than tip of pectoral, about 1.9 times as far from snout 
tip as end of caudal. L ife  colours unknown. One specimen, 23mm, taken by Dr. Th . Mortensen in 25 
fathoms in False Bay, Cape, in 1929, ten others,, 20-25m m , from dredging in moderate depth about 
the Cape, Saldanha Bay, Mossel Bay and Algoa Bay, kindly lent by Professor J. H. Day, who reports 
the species as not uncommon on the bottom in those areas. G ilchrist 1916, 14 described small C ling­
fishes taken by dredging in False Bay in 1898 as probably juveniles of Chorisochismus dentex, but 
noted that the “ hinder half of the disc had a free margin” . H is specimens were almost certainly 
D.megalops. They were doubtless lost w ith  the bulk of the priceless Government Fisheries Survey 
collection. D.megalops is plainly not uncommon in deeper water from the Cape to Natal.
DOUBTFUL RECORD
The case of Cotylis fimbriata Muller & Troschel, 1849, stated to occur in the Red Sea and the 
Indian Ocean.
Gobiesox Lacepede, 1800
Type Gobiesox cephalus Lacepede, 1800 = G.nudus Linn, 1758 (South Am erica, freshwater). 
The inclusion of this genus is solely on account of a species briefly described as Cotylis fimbriata by 
Muller & Troschel 1849, 18, stated to be from the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, actually standing 
in the records of the Berlin Museum as collected by Hemprich & Ehrenberg at Massaua in the Red 
Sea. Despite repeated shore collecting in that area since that time there has been no further record 
of this species nor indeed of any Gobiesocid fish from the Red Sea until recently when a species of 
Lepadichthys W aite , 1904 from Ghardaqua, Red Sea was recorded by K lausew itz 1961, 430, later 
described by Briggs and L ink 1963, 102, fig 2 as a new species. Briggs 1955, 115 in his monograph 
expressed doubts about the valid ity of the locality for fimbriata M uller & Troschel, and deduced that 
its description indicated a species of Gobiesox Lacepede, otherwise known only from central Am erica : 
Briggs 1955, 115 pointed out that the description of fimbriata “ fits  rather w e ll” that of the w ide­
spread western A tlan tic  Gobiesox strumosus Cope, 1 870.
In response to my request for the loan of the type of Cotylis fimbriata M uller & Troschel, 1849, 
Dr. K . Deckert has very kindly sent a specimen labelled by that name and recorded as having been 
collected by Hemprich and Ehrenberg at Massaua, Red Sea. The original description (loc.cit. p 18) 
states i.a. “ On both jaws a fringe of many cutaneous flaps. D 1 1. A  8-9. P 23. S ize : 3 ins. Origin: 
Red Sea. Indian Ocean. In the Zoological Museum at Berlin, by Hemprich and Ehrenberg, also in 
anatomical Museum in Berlin ” . Gunther 1861, 498 gives an almost identical description of Cotylis
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fimbriata based on the same “ typical specimens in the Berlin Museum” , indicating more than one, 
but I have not been able to examine any but this one here indicated. The specimen kindly sent 
by Dr. Deckert (PI 97, A), total length 57mm, standard length 46m m , fa lls unquestionably in Gobie-
sox Lacepede, and has the following characters: Head wide and greatly depressed, the snout included 
in the rounded profile. D 12. A  8. P 19. C 12. Depth about 6 .5 , head w idth 2 .8 , its length 2 .6 , 
disc length 3, all in standard length. Eye about 6 in head, 2 .2  in total interorbital, 3 .7  in postorbital. 
Snout tip to: front of disc 4 .5 , anus 1.5, dorsal origin 1.6, anal origin 1.3, all in standard length. 
Anus 1.1 times further from hind edge of disc than anal origin. Anal origin below the base of the 
seventh dorsal ray, 1.8 times further from snout tip than end of caudal. Dorsal origin 1.2 times 
further from caudal base than pectoral base. A  fleshy pad on pectoral base w ith  free hind margin 
full depth. Disc single, papillae obscure, 5-6 series on front part of disc, about 6 series on hind flap, 
the anterior larger. Tw o ovoid w idely separated patches on hind part of disc near the lateral margins. 
The bony disc supports are clearly of the pattern of Gobiesox as shown by Briggs 1955, fig 64. Mouth 
term inal, lips not fringed, the upper th ick in front, narrows laterally, w ith  concealed close set 
papillae w ith in . In the upper jaw  in front are 12 caniniform  teeth of variable size in a single 
external series, w ith  a patch of Villiform  teeth behind. Laterally there is a single irregular row of 
short conical teeth. Across the front of the lower jaw  projecting forwards are 8 closely adjacent 
narrow incisors, w ith  simple slightly rounded apices, behind these are a few  small low incisors, and 
lateral to them is a single row of slender sharp teeth that ends before halfway along the jaw . The 
colour is a uniform drab brown.
Despite lack of spots on this specimen, by the detailed key of Briggs 1955, 89, it fa lls d irectly 
w ith  punctulatus Poey. I am greatly obliged to Dr. L. P. Schultz for the loan of specimens of Gobiesox 
strumosus Cope, and of G.punctulatus Poey, from their typical areas. Th is reputed Red Sea specimen 
d iffers from the original description of C.fimbriata (and from strumosus Cope) in pectoral count and 
in lack of lobes on the lips. In all but minor variations and lack of dark spots (certain ly long since 
faded) this specimen attributed to Hemprich & Ehrenberg agrees in almost every particular (includ­
ing fin counts) w ith  the specimens of punctulatus Poey, sent by Dr. Schultz. In these latter I find 
disc length about 3 .0  in standard length (Briggs 1955, 107 states 2 .5 -2 .7 ), but this structure appa­
rently shrinks on preservation. Th is curious situation has plainly arisen from confusion of species 
and of origins of specimens in the early collections in the Berlin Museum. For example in the same 
paper, Muller & Troschel 1849, described other species of C lingfishes and in two cases the localities 
given by them are clearly erroneous. It is just possible that some apparently inexplicable records in 
the case of C lingfishes could have arisen from their unsuspected dispersion by slow moving craft 
w ith  foul bottoms as sailing ships often were, but the transportation of a fish from central America 
to the Red Sea or the nearby Indian Ocean, especially before the Suez Canal was cut, can be ruled 
out. Also, that punctulatus Poey, identical w ith  Am erican specimens, could be found living in the 
Red Sea cannot be accepted.
W ith  regard to the material in the Berlin Museum, Lichtenstein 1823, 112 lists as one of the 
“ Doubletten” available for sale from the collection of fishes in the Zoological Museum in the Royal 
University of Berlin : “ No 122, C(yclopterus) nudus L (inn). 3 ” . Or. B raz il” . (Also No 123 C.dentex 
Pallas 7 ” . C .C . Hope). The Cotylis nuda nob. described by M uller & Troschel 1849, 17, PI 3, fig 2 
stated to be 2 ” long, from India, Bloch’s collection, appears to be unquestionably G.punctulatus 
(Poey, 1875). Muller & Troschel 1849, 18 described Cotylis stannii Nob. nov. sp. 6 ” , from Brazil, 
collected by Stannius. Th is appears to be G.nudus (L inn ), which according to Briggs 1955, 95 is not 
known from Brazil. If this latter fish was collected by Stannius it could scarcely have belonged to 
the same collection that included the C.nuda advertised by Lichtenstein , as in 1823 Stannius would 
have been only 15 years of age. It can only be concluded that a revision of all the Berlin material in 
this fam ily is plainly necessary. There can be no doubt that some of the commoner Clingfishes from 
Central Am erica were in the Berlin Museum early in the 19th century and that some were wrongly 
attributed to Hemprich and Ehrenberg, certainly the species punctulatus Poey and w ith  little  doubt 
also strumosus Cope. A  revision of the Berlin material would, but for the contentious “ nomen 
oblitum ”  rule, most probably result in some interesting nomenclatorial changes. Th is rule does not 
make it clear whether the fifty  year gap should be recent, comparatively recent, or any fifty  years. 
In the present case it seems almost certain that the type of C.fimbriata M uller and Troschel, w ill as 
correctly deduced by Briggs, prove to be the species presently designated Gobiesox strumosus Cope; 
1870. Incorrect original designation of locality does not invalidate a species. If, as seems almost 
certain, the type of C.fimbriata Muller & Troschel, 1849 proves to be identical w ith  G.strumosus 
Cope, that name w ill have a narrow escape from relegation to synonymy. C.fimbriata M uller & 
Troschel, 1849 was used by Gunther in 1861 and by Jordan in 1919, a gap of 58 years. If the 
‘ nomen oblitum ” rule be enforced in such cases, it is to be hoped that citation of fu ll synonymy 
be made compulsory or ichthyology w ill be the poorer for the loss of interesting nomenclatorial 
history.
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PLATE 97
A . “Cotylis fimbriata’’ M uller & Troschel. 55mm. B-F. Apletodon knysnaensis sp.nov. B. Male, 
32mm. C. Male 27mm. D. Female, 25mm. E. Female, 29mm. F. Female, 23mm (A ll Bird Island). 
Lines indicate origins of dorsal fins.
SIM PLIFIED  KEY TO SOUTH A FRICA N , INDIAN OCEAN & RED SEA CLIN GFISH ES
A .
B.
Total length not less than 75mm. 2 large front upper incisors Chorisochismus dentex
Total length less than 75mm
I . Snout long and spatulate .................................................................................................
I I . Snout normal, not long and spatulate.
a. Disc single, i.e. no free margin at front of hinder half.
1. Dorsal and anal far back, last ray joined to caudal. Upper lip 
joined to skin of snout.
x . D 11-13 (Southeast A frica ) ..................................................................
y. D 14 (Pakistan) ................................................................................................
z . D 17 (Red Sea) .................................................................................................
2. Dorsal and anal fa irly far back but quite free from caudal,
dorsal well in front of anal. Head broad. D istinct spine in 
skin protrudes backwards at hind end of Subopercle .......................
3. Short dorsal and anal, opposite, well in advance of caudal.
Slender, head much narrower than long...................................................
b. Disc double, i.e. hinder half subcircular w ith  d istinct free front 
margin about midway along disc.
1. Cillopening wide, membranes not joined to isthmus Max.
2 5 m m .........................................................................................................................
2. Cillopening lateral only, membrane joined to isthmus.
x . Dorsal origin nearer caudal base than tip of pectoral.
Eye 3-4 in head. Max 25mm ......................................................
y. Dorsal origin nearer tip of pectoral than caudal base 
or midway.
i. Hind margin of head nearer dorsal origin than
tip of snout. Max 60mm ......................................................
ii. Hind margin of head much nearer tip of snout
than dorsal origin (20mm. Aldabra Seychelles) .....
Diademichthys
lineatus
Lepadichthys 
coccinotaenia 
Lepadichthys ctenion
Lepadichthys
erythraeus
Chorisochismus dentex
Eckloniaichthys
scylliorhiniceps
Pherallodus smithi
Diplecogaster
megalops
Apletodon knysnaensis 
Aspasmodes briggsi
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I N D E X
Names in capitals are those accepted as valid in the Western Indian Ocean
SUBFAM ILIES
A SPA SM IN A E ......................................................  584, 586 D IP L O C R E P IN A E  
C H O R ISO C H ISM IN A E .............................  584, 587 G O BIESO C IN A E .......
D IA D E M IC H T H Y IN A E  .............................  584, 585 LEPA D O G A STR IN A E
584, 585 
584
584, 588
APLETO D O N  .......................  583-4, 588-9, 592-3
Aspasma ..............................................................................  586
ASPASM ODES ...................................................... 583, 586
Athaena ..............................................................................  587
CH O RISO CH ISM U S ...................................  581-3. 587
Coronichthys .................................................................. 585
Cotylis ..............................................................................  593-4
Crepidogaster ..................................................................  585
Cyclopterus ............................................................ 587, 593
D IA D EM IC H T H Y S  .............................  581, 583, 585
D IPLECO GA STER  .......................  583, 588-9, 593
587
E C K L O N IA IC H T H Y S  .......................  581, 583, 584
Gobiesox ................................................ 584, 587, 593-4
Gouania .................................................................. 583, 588
Lecanogaster ...................................................... 583, 588
LE P A D IC H T H Y S  .................  583, 584, 586, 593
Lepadogaster ...................................................... 583, 588
Opeatogenys ...................................................... 583, 588
PH ERA LLO D U S ................................................ 583, 585
Rimicola ..............................................................................  584
GENERA
Diplocrepis
SPECIES
bimaculatus ................................ 593 KN Y SN A EN S IS  ..................... ........ 589, 590-3. 595
BRIGGSI ........................................ 586, 595 L IN E A T U S  ................................ ..............  582, 585, 595
cephalus ...................................... 593 M EGALO PS ............................... ...........................  593. 595
CO CCI N O TA EN IA  ........... 582, 584, 586, 595 microcephalus ........................ ................  588-9, 592-3
ctenion ............................................ 595 nudus, -a, .................................... .......................  587, 593-4
D EN TEX  .................  581-2, 587, 591, 594, 595 ornata ........................................... ........................................  585
dentex ............................................ 593 pellegrini .................................... ......................  589, 592-3
deversor ...................................... 585 puniceus .................................... ........................................  587
ER YTH R A EU S  ........................... 586, 595 punctulatus .............................. ........................................  594
fa sc ia ta ............................................ 587 S C Y LL IO R H IN IC E P S  .......................  582, 584. 595
fimbriata ..................................... ......  593-4 SM ITH I ...................................... ..........................  585, 595
frenatus ...................................... 586 stannii .......................................... .........................................  594
gyrinus ............................................ 587 strumosus ................................... ...................................  593-4
indicus ............................................ 585
